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Abstract
This paper analyzes a growing group of fixed T dynamic panel data estimators with a multi-factor
error structure. We use a unified notational approach to describe these estimators and discuss
their properties in terms of deviations from an underlying set of basic assumptions. Furthermore,
we consider the extendability of these estimators to practical situations that may frequently arise,
such as their ability to accommodate unbalanced panels. Using a large-scale simulation exercise, we
consider scenarios that remain largely unexplored in the literature, albeit they are of great empirical
relevance. In particular, we examine (i) the effect of the presence of weakly exogenous covariates, (ii)
the effect of changing the magnitude of the correlation between the factor loadings of the dependent
variable and those of the covariates, (iii) the impact of the number of moment conditions on bias
and size for GMM estimators, and finally the effect of sample size. Thus, our study may serve as a
useful guide to practitioners who wish to allow for multiplicative sources of unobserved heterogeneity
in their model.
Keywords: Dynamic Panel Data, Factor Model, Maximum Likelihood, Fixed T Consistency,
Monte Carlo Simulation.
JEL: C13, C15, C23.
1. Introduction
There is a large literature on estimating dynamic panel data models with a two-way error compo-
nents structure and T fixed. Such models have been used in a wide range of economic and financial
applications; e.g. Euler equations for household consumption, adjustment cost models for firms’
factor demands and empirical models of economic growth. In all these cases the autoregressive pa-
rameter has structural significance and measures state dependence, which is due to the effect of habit
formation, technological/regulatory constraints, or imperfect information and uncertainty that often
underlie economic behavior and decision making in general.
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Recently there has been a surge of interest in developing dynamic panel data estimators that
allow for richer error structures − mainly factor residuals. In this case standard dynamic panel data
estimators fail to provide consistent estimates of the parameters; see e.g. Sarafidis and Robertson
(2009), and Sarafidis and Wansbeek (2012) for a recent overview. The multi-factor approach is ap-
pealing because it allows for multiple sources of multiplicative unobserved heterogeneity, as opposed
to the two-way error components structure that represents additive heterogeneity. For example, in
an empirical growth model the factor component may reflect country-specific differences in the rate
at which countries absorb time-varying technological advances that are potentially available to all
of them. In a partial adjustment model of factor input prices, the factor component may capture
common shocks that hit all producers, albeit with different intensities.
The majority of estimators developed in the literature are based on the Generalized Method of
Moments (GMM) approach. In particular, Ahn, Lee, and Schmidt (2013) in a seminal paper extend
Ahn, Lee, and Schmidt (2001) to the case of multiple factors, and propose a GMM estimator that
relies on quasi-long-differencing to eliminate the common factor component. Nauges and Thomas
(2003) utilise the quasi-differencing approach of Holtz-Eakin, Newey, and Rosen (1988), which is
computationally tractable for the single factor case, and propose similar moment conditions to Ahn
et al. (2001) mutatis mutandis. Sarafidis, Yamagata, and Robertson (2009) propose using the pop-
ular linear first-differenced and System GMM estimators with instruments based solely on strictly
exogenous regressors. Robertson and Sarafidis (2013) develop a GMM approach that introduces new
parameters to represent the unobserved covariances between the factor component of the error and
the instruments. Furthermore, they show that given the model’s structure there exist restrictions in
the nuisance parameters that lead to a more efficient GMM estimator compared to quasi-differencing
approaches. Hayakawa (2012) shows that the moment conditions proposed by Ahn et al. (2013) can
be linearized at the expense of introducing extra parameters. Furthermore, following Bai (2013b), he
discusses a GMM estimator that approximates the factor loadings using a Chamberlain (1982) type
projection approach. Bai (2013b), on the other hand, proposes a maximum likelihood estimator.
This paper analyzes the aforementioned group of estimators. The objective of our study is to
serve as a useful guide for practitioners who wish to allow for multiplicative sources of unobserved
heterogeneity in their model. To achieve this, we describe all methods using a unified notational
approach, to the extent that this is possible of course, and discuss their properties under deviations
from a baseline set of assumptions commonly employed. We pay particular attention to computing
the number of identifiable parameters correctly, which is a requirement for asymptotically valid infer-
ences and consistent model selection procedures. Furthermore, we consider the extendability of these
estimators to practical situations that may frequently arise, such as their ability to accommodate
unbalanced panels, estimate models with common observed factors and others.
Next, we investigate the finite sample performance of the estimators under a number of different
designs. In particular, we examine (i) the effect of the presence of weakly exogenous covariates, (ii)
the effect of changing the magnitude of the correlation between the factor loadings of the dependent
variable and those of the covariates, (iii) the impact of the number of moment conditions on bias
and size for GMM estimators, (iv) the impact of different levels of persistence in the data, and
finally the effect of sample size. These are important considerations with high empirical relevance.
Notwithstanding, to the best our knowledge they remain largely unexplored. For example, the
simulation study in Robertson and Sarafidis (2013) does not consider the effect of using a different
number of instruments on the finite sample properties of the estimator. In Ahn, Lee, and Schmidt
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(2001) the design focuses on strictly exogenous regressors, while in Bai (2013b) the results reported
do not include inference. The practical issue of how to choose initial values for the non-linear
algorithms is considered in the Appendix. The results of our simulation study indicate that there
are non-negligible differences in the finite sample performance of the estimators, depending on the
parameterisation considered. Naturally, no estimator dominates the remaining ones universally,
although it is fair to say that some estimators are more robust than others.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. The next section introduces the dynamic panel
data model with a multi-factor error structure and discusses some underlying assumptions that are
commonly employed in the literature. Section 3 presents a large range of dynamic panel estimators
developed for such model when T is small, and discusses several technical points regarding their
properties. Section 4 investigates the finite sample performance of the estimators. A final section
concludes. The Appendix analyzes in detail the implementation of all these methods.
In what follows we briefly discuss notation. The usual vec(·) operator denotes column stacking
operator, while vech(·) is the corresponding operator that stacks only the elements on and below
the main diagonal. The commutation matrix Ka,b is defined such that for any [a × b] matrix A,
vec(A′) = Ka,b vec(A). The elimination matrix Ba is defined such that for any [a × a] matrix (not
necessarily symmetric) vech(·) = Ba vec(·). The lag-operator matrix LT is defined such that for any
[T × 1] vector x = (x1, . . . , xT )′, LTx = (0, x1, . . . , xT−1)′. The jth column of the [x × x] identity
matrix is denoted by ej. Finally, I(·) is the usual indicator function. For further details regarding
the notation used in this paper see Abadir and Magnus (2002).
2. Model
We consider the following dynamic panel data model with a multi-factor error structure:
yi,t = αyi,t−1 +
K∑
k=1
βkx
(k)
i,t + λ
′
ift + εi,t; i = 1, . . . , N, t = 1, . . . , T, (1)
where the dimension of the unobserved components λi and ft is [L × 1]. Stacking the observations
over time for each individual i yields
yi = αyi,−1 +
K∑
k=1
βkx
(k)
i + Fλi + εi,
where yi = (yi,1, . . . , yi,T )
′ and similarly for (yi,−1,x
(k)
i ), while F = (f1, . . . ,fT )
′ and is of dimension
[T × L]. In what follows we list some assumptions that are commonly employed in the literature,
followed by some preliminary discussion. In Section 3 we provide further discussion with regards to
which of these assumptions can be strengthened/relaxed for each estimator analyzed.
Assumption 1: x
(k)
i,t has finite moments up to fourth order for all k;
Assumption 2: εi,t ∼ i.i.d. (0, σ2ε) and has finite moments up to fourth order;
Assumption 3: λi ∼ i.i.d. (0,Σλ) with finite moments up to fourth order, where Σλ is positive
definite. F is non-stochastic and uniformly bounded such that ||F || < b <∞;
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Assumption 4: E
(
εit|yi0, ..., yit−1,λ′i, x(k)i1 , ...x(k)iτ
)
= 0 for all t and k.
Assumption 1 is a standard regularity condition. Assumptions 2-3 are employed mainly for
simplicity and can be relaxed to some extent, details of which will be documented later.1
Assumption 4 can be crucial for identification, depending on the estimation approach. To
begin with, it implies that the idiosyncratic errors are conditionally serially uncorrelated. This
can be relaxed in a relatively straightforward way, particularly for GMM estimators; for example,
one could assume instead that either E
(
εit|yi0, ..., yis,λ′i, x(k)i1 , ...x(k)iτ
)
= 0, where s < t − 1, or
E
(
εit|λ′i, x(k)i1 , ...x(k)iτ
)
= 0. In the former case a moving average process of a certain order in εit is
permitted and moment conditions with respect to (lagged values of) yis can be used. In the latter
case, an autoregressive process in εit is permitted and moment conditions with respect to (lagged
values of) x
(k)
iτ remain valid.
In addition, Assumption 4 implies that the idiosyncratic error is conditionally uncorrelated with the
factor loadings. This is required for identification based on internal instruments in levels. Moreover,
Assumption 4 characterises the exogeneity properties of the covariates. In particular, we will refer
to covariates that satisfy τ = T as strictly exogenous with respect to the idiosyncratic error compo-
nent, whereas covariates that satisfy only τ = t are weakly exogenous. When τ < t the covariates
are endogenous. The exogeneity properties of the covariates play a major role in the analysis of
likelihood based estimators because the presence of weakly exogenous or endogenous regressors may
lead to inconsistent estimates of the structural parameters, α and βk. Finally, notice that the set of
our assumptions implies that yit has finite fourth-order moments, but it does not imply conditional
homoskedasticity for the two error components.
Under Assumptions 1-4, the following set of population moment conditions is valid by construc-
tion:
E[vech(εiy
′
i,−1)] = 0T (T+1)/2. (2)
In addition, the following sets of moment conditions are valid, depending on whether τ = T or τ = t
hold true, respectively:
E[vec(εix
(k)′
i )] = 0T 2 ; (3)
E[vech(εix
(k)′
i )] = 0T (T+1)/2. (4)
For all GMM estimators one can easily modify the above moment conditions to allow for endogenous
x’s. For example, for (say) τ = t − 1 one may redefine x(k)i := (xi,0, . . . , xi,T−1)′ and proceed in
exactly the same way.
From now on we will use the triangular structure of the moment conditions induced by the vech(·)
operator to construct the estimating equations for the GMM estimators. To achieve this we adopt
the following matrix notation for the stacked model:
Y = αY−1 +
K∑
k=1
βkXk +ΛF
′ +E; i = 1, . . . , N,
1The zero-mean assumption for εi,t is actually implied by Assumption 4.
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where (Y ,Y−1,Xk,E) are [N × T ] matrices with typical rows (y′i,y′i,−1,x(k)
′
i , ε
′
i) respectively. Simi-
larly a typical row element of Λ is given by λ′i.
3. Estimators
Remark 1. For notational symmetry, while describing GMM estimators we assume that x
(k)
i,0 ob-
servations are not included in the set of available instruments. Otherwise additional T or T − 1
(depending on the estimator analyzed) moment conditions are available. The same strategy is used
in the Monte Carlo section of this paper.
3.1. Holtz-Eakin, Newey, and Rosen (1988)/Nauges and Thomas (2003)
The finite sample analogues of the population moment conditions in equation (2) are given by
vech
(
1
N
(Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk −ΛF ′)′Y−1
)
;
vech
(
1
N
(Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk −ΛF ′)′Xk
)
.
These moment conditions depend on the unknown matrices F and Λ. In the simple fixed effects
model where F = ıT , the first-differencing transformation proposed by Anderson and Hsiao (1982)
is the most common approach to eliminate the fixed effects from the equation of interest. Using a
similar idea in the model with only one unobserved time varying factor, i.e.
yi,t = αyi,t−1 +
K∑
k=1
βkx
(k)
i,t + λift + εi,t; i = 1, . . . , N, t = 1, . . . , T,
Holtz-Eakin, Newey, and Rosen (1988) suggest eliminating the unobserved factor component using
the following quasi-differencing (QD) transformation:
yi,t− rtyi,t−1 = α(yi,t−1− rtyi,t−2) +
K∑
k=1
βk(x
(k)
i,t − rtx(k)i,t−1) + εi,t− rtεi,t−1; i = 1, . . . , N, t = 2, . . . , T,
(5)
where rt =
ft
ft−1
. By construction equation (5) is free from λift because
λift − rtλift−1 = λift − ft
ft−1
λift−1 = 0, ∀t = 2, . . . , T.
It is easy to see that the QD approach is well defined only if all ft 6= 0. Collecting all parameters
involved in quasi-differencing we can define the corresponding [T −1×T ] QD transformation matrix
by
D(r) =

−r2 1 0 · · · 0
0 −r3 ... 0
...
...
... 1
...
0 0 . . . −rT 1
 ,
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with the first-differencing (FD) transformation being a special case with r2 = . . . = rT = 1. Pre-
multiplying the terms inside the vech(·) operator in the sample analogue of the population moment
conditions above by D(r), and noticing that D(r)F = 0, we can rewrite the estimating equations
for the QD estimator as
ml = vech
(
1
N
D(r)
(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk
)′
Y−1J ′
)
;
mk = vech
(
1
N
D(r)
(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk
)′
XkJ
′
)
∀k.
Here J = (IT−1,0T−1) is a selection matrix that appropriately truncates the whole set of instruments
in order to ensure that the term inside the vech(·) operator is a square matrix. One can easily see
that the total number of moment conditions and parameters under the weak exogeneity assumption
for all x is given by
#moments =
(K + 1)(T − 1)T
2
; #parameters = K + 1 + (T − 1).
Here the total number of parameters consists of two terms. The first term corresponds to K + 1
parameters of interest (or structural/model parameters), while there are T − 1 nuisance parameters
corresponding to time-varying factors.
The approach of Holtz-Eakin et al. (1988) as it stands is tailored for models with one unobserved
factor. In principle, it can be extended to multiple factors by removing each factor consecutively
based on a D(l)(r
(l)) matrix, with the final transformation matrix being a product of an L matrix of
that type. However, this approach soon becomes computationally very cumbersome as the estimating
equations become multiplicative in r(l). On the other hand, if the model involves some observed fac-
tors, the corresponding D(·)(·) matrix is known, leading to a simple estimator that involves equations
containing r and structural parameters only. For example, Nauges and Thomas (2003) augment the
model of Holtz-Eakin et al. (1988) by allowing for time-invariant fixed effects:
yi,t = ηi + αyi,t−1 +
K∑
k=1
βkx
(k)
i,t + λift + εi,t; i = 1, . . . , N, t = 1, . . . , T,
where ηi is eliminated using the FD transformation matrix D(ıT−1), which yields
∆yi,t = α∆yi,t−1 +
K∑
k=1
βk∆x
(k)
i,t + λi∆ft + ∆εi,t; i = 1, . . . , N, t = 1, . . . , T,
followed by the QD transformation, albeit operated based on a [T − 2 × T − 1] matrix D(r). The
resulting number of parameters and moment conditions can be modified accordingly from those in
Holtz-Eakin et al. (1988).
Remark 2. The FD transformation is by no means the only way to eliminate the fixed effects from
the model. Another commonly discussed transformation is Forward Orthogonal Deviations (FOD).
If one uses FOD instead of FD, the identification of structural parameters would require that all
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f ∗t 6= 0.2 Depending on the properties of f ’s one might prefer to use FOD or FD in the framework
of Nauges and Thomas (2003).
Remark 3. Assumption 2 can be easily relaxed. For example, unconditional time-series and cross-
sectional heteroskedasticity of the idiosyncratic error component, εi,t, is allowed in the two-step
version of the estimator. Serial correlation can be accommodated by choosing the set of instruments
appropriately, as in the discussion provided in Section 2. This is a particular attractive feature,
which is common to all GMM estimators discussed in this paper. Unconditional heteroskedasticity
in λi can also be allowed, although this is a less interesting extension for practical purposes since
there are no repeated observations over each λi.
The condition in Assumption 4 that implies no conditional correlation between the idiosyncratic
error and the factor loadings could be relaxed in principle, although this is far less trivial because
the moment conditions in (2) are violated in this case. Using instruments with respect to variables
expressed in quasi-differences may provide a valid identification strategy. However, computationally
the estimation task becomes far more complex.
Finally, endogeneity of the regressors can be easily allowed. The exogeneity property of the
covariates can be determined using an overidentifying restrictions test statistic. The same holds
for all GMM estimators discussed in this paper, which is of course a desirable property from the
empirical point of view since the issue of endogeneity in panels with T fixed, e.g. microeconometric
panels, may frequently arise.
3.2. Ahn, Lee, and Schmidt (2013)
As we have mentioned before, the QD approach in Holtz-Eakin et al. (1988) is difficult to gen-
eralise to more than one factor (or one unobserved factor plus observed factors). Rather than
eliminating factors using the FD type transformation, Ahn, Lee, and Schmidt (2013) propose us-
ing a quasi-long-differencing (QLD) type transformation. To explain this approach we partition
F = (F ′A,−F ′B)′ where FA and FB are of dimensions [T − L × L] and [L × L] respectively. Then
assuming that FB is invertible, one can redefine factors and factor loadings as
Fλi =
(
F ∗
−IL
)
λ∗i ; F
∗ = FAF−1B ; λ
∗
i = FBλi.
Using this normalization Ahn et al. (2013) propose eliminating the factors using the following QLD
transformation matrix D(F ∗):
D(F ∗) = (IT−L,F ∗) = J + F ∗JL; J = (IT−L,OT−L×L),
where JL = (OL×(T−L), IL), an [L × T ] matrix. As a result one can express all available moment
conditions for this estimator as
ml = vech
(
D(F ∗)
1
N
(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk
)′
Y−1J ′
)
;
mk = vech
(
D(F ∗)
1
N
(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk
)′
XkJ
′
)
∀k.
2Here f∗t ≡ ct(ft − (ft+1 + . . . + fT )/(T − t)) with c2t = (T − t)/(T − t + 1).
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Counting the number of moment conditions and resulting parameters we have
#moments =
(K + 1)(T − L)(T − L+ 1)
2
; #parameters = K + 1 + (T − L)L.
However, we will further argue that the number of identifiable parameters is smaller than K + 1 +
(T − L)L. To explain the reason for this, rewrite the equation for yi,1 as
yi,1 +
L∑
l=1
f
(l)
1 yi,T−l = α
(
yi,0 +
L∑
l=1
f
(l)
1 yi,T−l−1
)
+ β
(
xi,1 +
L∑
l=1
f
(l)
1 xi,T−l
)
+ . . . (6)
This equation has 2 + L unknown parameters in total, while the number of moment conditions is 2
(yi,0 and xi,1). Thus, L “nuisance parameters” are identified only up to a linear combination, unless
L ≤ 2 (or K + 1 for the general model), and the total number of identifiable parameters is
#parameters = K + 1 + (T − L)L− I(L≥K+1) (L−K − 1)(L−K)
2
.
Remark 3 regarding Assumptions 2-4, as discussed above, applies identically here as well. Ahn
et al. (2013) show that under conditional homoskedasticity in εi,t the estimation procedure simplifies
considerably because it can be performed through iterations. Furthermore, for the case where the
regressors are strictly exogenous, the resulting estimator is invariant to the normalization scheme;
see their Appendix A.
3.3. Robertson and Sarafidis (2013)
3.3.1. Unrestricted Estimator FIVU
Rather than removing the incidental parameters λi, Robertson and Sarafidis (2013) propose a
GMM estimator that makes use of centered moment conditions of the following form:
ml = vech
(
1
N
(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk
)′
Y−1 − FG′
)
;
mk = vech
(
1
N
(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk
)′
Xk − FG′k
)
∀k,
where the true values of the (G,Gk) matrices are defined as
G = E[yi,−1λ′i]; Gk = E[x
(k)
i λ
′
i],
with typical row elements g′t and g
(k)′
t respectively. The (G,Gk) matrices essentially represent the
unobserved covariances between the instruments and the factor loadings in the error term. This
approach adopts essentially a random effects treatment of the factor loadings, which is natural
because N is large and there are no repeated observations over λi. Notice that as in Holtz-Eakin et al.
(1988) and Ahn, Lee, and Schmidt (2013), factors corresponding to loadings that are uncorrelated
with the regressors can be accommodated through the variance-covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic
error component, εi,t, since the latter is left unrestricted.
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The total number of moment conditions is given by
#moments =
(K + 1)T (T + 1)
2
.
As the model stands right now, G (all K + 1) and F are not separately identifiable because
FG′ = FUU−1G′
for any invertible [L × L] matrix U . This rotational indeterminacy is typically eliminated in the
factor literature by requiring an [L×L] submatrix of F to be the identity matrix. These restrictions
correspond to the L2 term in the equation below. Furthermore, additional normalizations are required
due to the fact that the moment conditions are of a vech(·) type. In particular, the number of
identifiable parameters is
#parameters = (K + 1)(1 + TL) + TL− L2 − (K + 1)L(L− 1)
2
− I(L≥K+1) (L−K − 1)(L−K)
2
.
The (K + 1)L(L− 1)/2 term corresponds to the unobserved “last” g, while the last term involving
the indicator function corresponds to the unobserved “first” f and is identical to the right-hand side
term in the corresponding expression for Ahn, Lee, and Schmidt (2013).
Notwithstanding, as shown in Robertson and Sarafidis (2013) if one is only interested in the
structural parameters, α and βk, it is not essential to impose any identifying normalizations on G
and F ; the resulting unrestricted estimator for structural parameters is consistent and asymptotically
normal, while the variance-covariance matrix can be consistently estimated using the corresponding
sub-block of the generalized inverse of the unrestricted variance-covariance matrix.3
Compared with the QLD estimator of Ahn et al. (2013) this estimator utilises (K+ 1)L[T − (L−
1)/2]) extra moment conditions, at the expense of estimating exactly the same number of additional
parameters. Hence these estimators are asymptotically equivalent.
3.3.2. Restricted Estimator FIVR
The autoregressive nature of the model suggests that individual rows of the G matrix have also
an autoregressive structure, i.e.
gt = αgt−1 +
k∑
k=1
βkg
(k)
t +Σλft.
For identification one may impose L(L + 1)/2 restrictions so that w.l.o.g. Σλ = IL. Thus, one can
express F in terms of other parameters as follows:
F = (L′T − αIT )G+ eTg′T −
k∑
k=1
βkGk.
Here LT is the usual lag matrix, while the additional parameter gT is introduced to take into account
the fact that in the original set of moment conditions gT = E[λiyi,T ] does not appear as a parameter.
3For further details see Theorem 3 in the corresponding paper.
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Robertson and Sarafidis (2013) show that FIVR is asymptotically more efficient than FIVU and
procedures that involve some form of differencing. Furthermore, the restrictions imposed on a subset
of the nuisance parameters provide substantial efficiency gains in finite samples.
Counting the total number of moment conditions and parameters, we have
#moments =
(K + 1)T (T + 1)
2
; #parameters = (K + 1)(1 + TL) + L− (K + 1)L(L− 1)
2
.
Remark 4. In principle we have additional T moment conditions (by the zero mean assumption of
εi,t for each time period t), given by
mι = vec
(
1
N
(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk
)′
ıN − Fgι
)
.
Here gι represents the mean of λi. The same is exactly true for Ahn et al. (2013), although there
exist (T − L) moment conditions in that case.
3.4. Linear Hayakawa (2012)
Hayakawa (2012) proposes a linearized GMM version of the QLD model in Ahn et al. (2013)
under strict exogeneity. The moment conditions can be written as follows:
ml = vech
(
1
N
(
Y (J + F ∗JL)′ − Y−1(αJ + F ∗αJL)′ −
K∑
k=1
Xk
(
βJ + F ∗βkJL
)′)′
Y−1J ′
)
;
mk = vec
(
1
N
(
Y (J + F ∗JL)′ − Y−1(αJ + F ∗αJL)′ −
K∑
k=1
Xk
(
βJ + F ∗βkJL
)′)′
Xk
)
∀k.
The estimator of Ahn et al. (2013) can be obtained directly by noting that
F ∗α = αF
∗; F ∗βk = βkF
∗.
In total, under strict exogeneity of all x
(k)
i,t we have
#moments =
(T − L)(T − L+ 1)
2
+KT (T − L);
#parameters = K + 1 + (T − L)L︸ ︷︷ ︸
ALS
+ (T − L)L(K + 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
linearization
−L(L− 1)
2
.
Notice that the last term in the equation for the total number of parameters is not present in the
original study of Hayakawa (2012). To explain the necessity of this term consider the T − L’th
equation (for ease of exposition we set L = 2) without exogenous regressors:
yi,T−2 − f (1)T−2yi,T − f (2)T−2yi,T−1 = αyi,T−3 + f (1)αT−2yi,T−1 + f (2)αT−2yi,T−2 + εT−2,t − f
(1)
T−2εi,T − f (2)T−2εi,T−1.
Clearly only f
(2)
T−2 + f
(1)
αT−2 can be identified but not the individual terms separately. As a result
L(L − 1)/2 normalizations need to be imposed. Furthermore, as it can be easily seen this term is
unaltered if additional regressors are present in the model so long as they do not contain other lags
of yi,t or lags of exogenous regressors.
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Remark 5. In principle one can use the same linearisation strategy in the Holtz-Eakin, Newey, and
Rosen (1988) approach.
3.4.1. Linearized GMM Hayakawa (2012) under weak exogeneity
For simplicity consider only the case with a single weakly exogenous regressor. Observe that we
can rewrite the first equation of the transformed model as
yi,1 +
L∑
l=1
f
(l)
1 yi,T−l = αyi,0 + βxi,1 +
L∑
l=1
f (l)α1 yi,T−l−1 +
L∑
l=1
f
(l)
β1
xi,T−l + . . . (7)
This equation contains 2 + 3L unknown parameters, with only two available moment conditions
(assuming xi,0 is not observed, otherwise 3). Hence the full set of parameters in this equation cannot
be identified without further normalizations. It then follows that the minimum value of T required
in order to identify the structural parameters of interest is such that (for simplicity assume L = 1):
2(T − 1) = 2 + 3 =⇒ min {T} = 1 + d2.5e = 4.
For more general models with K > 1, the condition min {T} = 4 continues to hold as
(K + 1)(T − 1) ≥ (K + 2) + (K + 1) =⇒ min {T} = 1 +
⌈
2K + 3
K + 1
⌉
= 4.
Notice that for the non-linear estimator min {T} = 3 in the single-factor case. As a result, for L = 1
under weak exogeneity the number of identifiable parameters and moment conditions is given by
#moments = (K + 1)
(T − L)(T − L+ 1)
2
− (K + 1);
#parameters = K + 1 + (T − L)L︸ ︷︷ ︸
ALS
+ (T − L)L(K + 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
linearization
−L(L− 1)
2
− (K + 2),
where −(K + 1) and −(K + 2) adjustments are made to take into account the fact that for t = 1
there are (K + 2) nuisance parameters to be estimated with (K + 1) available moment conditions.
Both expressions can be similarly modified for L > 1.
3.5. GMM with projection Hayakawa (2012)
Following Bai (2013b), Hayakawa (2012) suggests approximating λi using a Mundlak (1978)-
Chamberlain (1982) type projection of the following form:
λi = Φzi + νi,
where zi = (1,x
(1)′
i , . . . ,x
(K)′
i , yi,0)
′. Notice that by construction νi is uncorrelated with zi. As a
result, the stacked model for individual i can be written as
yi = αyi− +
K∑
k=1
βkx
(k)
i + FΦzi + Fνi + εi. (8)
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While Bai (2013b) proposes maximum likelihood estimation of the above model, Hayakawa (2012)
advocates a GMM estimator; in our standard notation the total set of moment conditions is given
by
ml = vec
(
1
N
(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk −ZΦ′F ′
)′
Y−1e1
)
;
mι =
(
1
N
(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk −ZΦ′F ′
)′
ıN
)
;
mk = vech
(
1
N
(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk −ZΦ′F ′
)′
Xk
)
, ∀k.
Assuming weak exogeneity we have
#moments = 2T +
KT (T + 1)
2
;
#parameters = (K + 1) + (T − L)L︸ ︷︷ ︸
ALS
+L(TK + 2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Projection
.
Similarly to the FIVU estimator of Robertson and Sarafidis (2013) the number of identifiable pa-
rameters is smaller than the nominal one and depends on the projected variables zi.
3.6. Equivalence with FIVU
As described in Bond and Windmeijer (2002), consider a more general projection specification of
the following form:
λi = Φzi + νi,
where zi = (x
(1)′
i , . . . ,x
(K)′
i ,y
′
i−)
′. The true value of Φ has the usual expression for the projection
estimator
Φ0 := E [λiz
′
i] E [ziz
′
i]
−1
.
The first term in the notation of Robertson and Sarafidis (2013) is simply
E [λiz
′
i] = (G
′
1, . . . ,G
′
K ,G
′) . (9)
This estimator coincides asymptotically with the FIVU estimator of Robertson and Sarafidis (2013),
as well as with the QLD estimator of Ahn et al. (2013) if all T (T + 1)(K + 1)/2 moment conditions
are used. A proof for the equivalence between FIVU and QLD is given in Robertson and Sarafidis
(2013).
3.7. Sarafidis, Yamagata, and Robertson (2009)
In their discussion of the test for cross-sectional dependence, Sarafidis et al. (2009) observe that
if one can assume
xi,t = Π(xi,t−1, . . . ,xi,0) + Γxift + pi(εi,t−1, . . . , εi,0) + εxi,t (10)
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where Π(·) and pi(·) are measurable functions, and the stochastic components are such that
E[εxi,sεi,l] = 0K ,∀s, l;
E[vec(Γxi)λ
′
i] = OKL×L,
then the following GMM moment conditions are valid even in the presence of unobserved factors in
both equations for yi,t and xi,t:
E[(yi,t − αyi,t−1 − β′xi,t)∆xi,s] = 0,∀s ≤ t;
E[(∆yi,t − α∆yi,t−1 − β′∆xi,t)xi,s] = 0,∀s ≤ t− 1.
The total number of valid (non-redundant) moment conditions is given by
#moments = K
(
(T − 1)T
2
+ (T − 1)
)
,
if one does not include xi,0 and ∆xi,1 among the instruments. Under mean stationarity additional
moment conditions become available in the equations in levels, giving rise to a system GMM esti-
mator.
Identification of the structural parameters crucially depends on the fact that no lagged values
of yi,t are present in (10) as well as uncorrelated factor loadings. However, it is important to stress
that all exogenous regressors are allowed to be weakly exogenous due to the possible non-zero pi(·)
function, or even endogenous provided that εi,t is serially uncorrelated.
3.8. Maximum Likelihood estimator of Bai (2013b)
As in Hayakawa (2012) this estimator uses the projection
λi = Φzi + νi.
However instead of relying on covariances, this approach makes use of the following variance estima-
tor:
S(α,β) =
1
N
(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk −ZΦ′F ′
)′(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk −ZΦ′F ′
)
.
Evaluated at the true values of the parameters the expected value of S is
E[S(α0,β0)] = Σ = ITσ
2 + FΣνF
′.
One can normalize Σν = IL and redefine F := FΣ
1/2
ν and Φ := ΦΣ
−1/2
ν . To evaluate the distance
between S and Σ Bai (2013b)4 suggests maximising the following QML objective function to obtain
consistent estimates of the underlying parameters:
`(θ) = −1
2
(
log |Σ|+ tr (Σ−1S)) ,
4Strictly speaking in the current paper the author solely describes the approach in terms of the likelihood function,
while in Bai (2013a) the author describes a QML objective function as just one possibility.
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where θ = (α,β′, σ2, vecF ′, vecΦ′)′. The theoretical and finite sample properties of this estimator
without factors are discussed in Alvarez and Arellano (2003), Kruiniger (2013) and Norkute˙ (2014)
among others.
The above version of the estimator requires time series homoskedasticity in εi,t for consistency. If this
condition holds true and all covariates are strictly exogenous, the estimator provides efficiency gains
over the GMM estimators analyzed before since the latter do not make use of moment conditions
that exploit homoskedasticity (see e.g. Ahn et al. (2001)). The estimator can be modified in a
straightforward manner under time series heteroskedasticity to estimate all σ2t . On the other hand,
cross-sectional heteroskedasticity cannot be allowed unfortunately.
Furthermore, the estimator generally requires τ = T in Assumption 4, i.e. strict exogeneity of
the regressors. An exception to this is discussed in the following remark.
Remark 6. If one knows that all exogenous regressors have the following dynamic specification:
x
(k)
i,t = βxx
(k)
i,t−1 + αxyi,t−1 + f
′
tλ
x(k)
i + ε
x
i,t, (11)
so that all x
(k)
i,t are possibly weakly exogenous and follow an autoregressive process of first order,
then according to Bai (2013b) it is sufficient to project on (1, x
(1)
i,0 , . . . , x
(K)
i,0 , yi,0) only, resulting in a
more efficient estimator. A necessary condition for this approach to be valid is that factor loadings
(λ
x(k)
i ,λi) are independent, once conditioned on initial observations (1, x
(1)
i,0 , . . . , x
(K)
i,0 , yi,0).
3.9. Some general remarks on the estimators
3.9.1. Unbalanced samples
As it is discussed in Juodis (2014), for the quasi-long-differencing transformation of Ahn et al.
(2013) in the model with weakly exogenous regressors it is necessary that for all individuals the
last L observations are available to the researcher. Otherwise the D(F ∗) transformation matrix
becomes individual-specific (or group-specific if one can group observations based on availability).
If the model contains only strictly exogenous regressors then it is sufficient that there exist L time
indices t(1), . . . , t(L) where observations for all individuals are available.
The extension of FIVU and FIVR to unbalanced samples follows trivially by simply introducing
indicators, depending on whether a particular moment condition is available for individual i or not
(as for the standard fixed effects estimator). Similarly, the quasi-differencing estimator of Nauges
and Thomas (2003) can be trivially modified as in the standard Arellano and Bond (1991) procedure.
The projection estimator of Hayakawa (2012) requires further modifications in order to take into
account that projection variables zi are not fully observed for each individual. We conjecture that
the modification could be performed in a similar way as in the model without a factor structure, as
discussed by Abrevaya (2013). For maximum likelihood based estimators, such extendability appears
to be a more challenging task.
Remark 7. The above discussion relies on that there exists a large enough number of consecutive
time periods for each individual in the sample. For example, FIVU requires at least two consecutive
periods and quasi-differencing type procedures require at least three. Under these circumstances, we
note that estimators in their existing form may not be fully efficient. For example, if one observes only
yi,T and yi,T−2 for a substantial group of individuals, assuming exogenous covariates are available at all
time periods, then one could in principle use backward substitution and consider moment conditions
within the FIVU framework, which are quadratic in the autoregressive parameter and result in
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efficiency gains. For projection type methodologies, however, such substantial unbalancedness may
affect the consistency of the estimators as one cannot substitute unobserved quantities for zeros in
the projection term. This issue is discussed in detail by Abrevaya (2013).
3.9.2. Observed factors
In some situations of practical importance researchers might want to estimate models with both
observed and unobserved factors at the same time. Taking the structure of observed factors into
account may improve the efficiency of the estimators, although one can still consistently estimate
the model by treating the observed factors as unobserved. One such possibility has been already
discussed in Nauges and Thomas (2003) for models with an individual-specific, time-invariant effect.
In this section we will briefly summarize implementability issues for all estimators when observed
factors are present in the model alongside their unobserved counterparts.5
For the GMM estimators that involve some form of differencing, e.g. Holtz-Eakin et al. (1988)
and Ahn et al. (2013), one can deal with observed factors using a similar procedure as in Nauges
and Thomas (2003), that is, by removing the observed factors first (one-by-one) and then proceeding
to remove the unobserved factors from the model. The first step can be most easily implemented
using a quasi-differencing matrix D(r) with known weights. For the class of GMM estimators of
Robertson and Sarafidis (2013) (FIVU) and Hayakawa (2012), since the unobserved factors are not
removed from the model, the treatment of the observed factors is somewhat easier. One merely needs
to split the FG′ terms into two parts, observed and unobserved factors, and then proceed as in the
case of unobserved factors. In this case the number of identified parameters will be smaller than in
the case where one treats the observed factors as unobserved. As a result, one gains in efficiency, at
the expense, however, of robustness.
For FIVR one needs to take care when solving for F in terms of the remaining parameters, be-
cause in the model with observed factors one estimates the variance-covariance matrix of the factor
loadings for the observed factors, while for those which are unobserved their variance-covariance
matrix is normalized. The extension of the likelihood estimator of Bai (2013b) to observed factors
can be implemented in a similar way to the projection GMM estimator. As in FIVR, one would have
to estimate the variance-covariance matrix of the factor loadings for the observed factors, while the
covariances of unobserved factors can be w.l.o.g. normalized as before.
4. Finite Sample Performance
This section investigates the finite sample performance of the estimators analyzed above using
simulated data. Our focus lies on examining the effect of the presence of weakly exogenous covariates,
the effect of changing the magnitude of the correlation between the factor loadings of the dependent
variable and those of the covariates, as well as the impact of changing the number of moment
conditions on bias and size for GMM estimators. We also investigate the effect of changing the level
of persistence in the data, as well as the sample size in terms of both N and T .
5We assume that certain regularity conditions hold, which prohibit perfect collinearity between the observed and
unobserved factors.
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4.1. MC Design
We consider model (1) with K = 1, i.e.
yi,t = αyi,t−1 + βxi,t + ui,t; ui,t =
L∑
`=1
λ`,if`,t + ε
y
i,t.
The process for xi,t and for ft is given, respectively, by
xi,t = δyi,t−1 + αxxi,t−1 +
L∑
`=1
γ`,if`,t + ε
x
i,t;
f`,t = αff`,t−1 +
√
1− α2fεf`,t; εf`,t ∼ N (0, 1),∀`.
The factor loadings are generated by λ`,i ∼ N (0, 1) and
γ`,i = ρλ`,i +
√
1− ρ2υf`,i; υf`,i ∼ N (0, 1) for all `,
where ρ denotes the correlation between the factor loadings of the y and x processes. Furthermore,
the idiosyncratic errors are drawn as
εyi,t ∼ N (0, 1) ; εxi,t ∼ N
(
0, σ2x
)
.
The starting period for the model is t = −S and the initial observations are generated as
yi,−S =
L∑
`=1
λ`,if`,−S + ε
y
i,−S; xi,−S =
L∑
`=1
γ`,if`,−S + εxi,−S;
f−S ∼ N (0, 1).
The signal-to-noise ratio of the model is defined as follows:
SNR ≡ 1
T
T∑
t=1
var
(
yi,t|λ`,i, γ`,i, {f`,s}ts=−S
)
var εyi,t
− 1.
σ2x is set such that the signal-to-noise ratio is equal to SNR = 5 in all designs.
6 This particular value
of SNR is chosen so that it is possible to control this measure across all designs. Lower values of
SNR (e.g. 3 as in Bun and Kiviet (2006)) would require σ2x < 0 ceteris paribus in order to satisfy
the desired equality for all designs.
We set β = 1 − α such that the long run parameter is equal to 1, αx = 0.6, αf = 0.5 and
L = 1.7 We consider N = {200; 800} and T = {4; 8}. Furthermore, α = {0.4; 0.8}, ρ = {0; 0.6}
6To ensure this, we also set S = 5.
7Similar results have been obtained for L = 2. To avoid repeating similar conclusions we refrain from reporting these
results. We note that the number of factors can be estimated for all GMM estimators based on the model information
criteria developed by Ahn et al. (2013). The performance of these procedures appears to be more than satisfactory; the
interested reader may refer to the aforementioned paper, as well as to the Monte Carlo study in Robertson, Sarafidis,
and Westerlund (2014). The size of L is treated as known in this paper because there is currently no equivalent
methodology proposed for testing the number of factors within the likelihood framework.
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and δ = {0; 0.3}. The minimum number of replications performed equals 2, 000 for each design and
the factors are drawn in each replication. The choice of the initial values of the parameters for the
nonlinear algorithms is discussed in Appendix A.1. When at least one of the estimators fails to
converge in a particular replication, that replication is discarded.8
Note that for the likelihood methods we use standard errors based on a “sandwich” variance-
covariance matrix, as opposed to the simple inverse of the Hessian variance matrix. First order
conditions as well as Hessian matrices for likelihood estimators are obtained using analytical deriva-
tives to speed-up the computations.9
Although feasible, in this paper we do not implement the linearized GMM estimator of Hayakawa
(2012) adapted to weakly exogenous regressors. This is mainly due to the fact that this estimator
merely provides an easy way to obtain reasonable starting values for the remaining estimators, which
involve non-linear optimization algorithms. Motivated from our theoretical discussion regarding the
estimators considered in this paper, some implications can be discussed a priori, based on our Monte
Carlo design.
1. When δ 6= 0, likelihood based estimators are inconsistent, with the exception of the modified
estimator of Bai (2013b) conditional on (yi,0, xi,0).
2. For ρ 6= 0 the projection likelihood estimator conditional on (yi,0, xi,0) is inconsistent because
the conditional independence assumption is violated.
3. For α = 0.8, ρ = 0, δ = 0 the projection GMM estimator might suffer from weak instruments
because yi,0 remains the only relevant instrument.
4.2. MC Results
The results are reported in the Appendix in terms of median bias and root median square error.
The latter is defined as
RMSE =
√
med
[
(α̂r − α)2
]
,
where α̂r denotes the value of α obtained in the r
th replication using a particular estimator (and
similarly for β). As an additional measure of dispersion we report the radius of the interval centered
on the median containing 80% of the observations, divided by 1.28. This statistic, which we shall
refer to as ‘quasi-standard deviation’ (denoted qStd) provides an estimate of the population standard
deviation if the distribution were normal, with the advantage that it is more robust to the occurrence
of outliers compared to the usual expression for the standard deviation. The reason we report this
statistic is that, on the one hand, the root mean square error is extremely sensitive to outliers, and
on the other hand it is fair to say that the root median square error does not depend on outliers
pretty much at all. Therefore, the former could be unduly misleading given that in principle, for
8For the numerical maximization we used the BFGS method as implemented in the OxMetrics statistical software.
Convergence is achieved when the difference in the value of the given objective function between two consecutive
iterations is less than 10−4. Other values of this criterion were considered in the preliminary study with similar
qualitative conclusions, although the number of times particular estimators fail to converge varies. For further details
on OxMetrics see Doornik (2009).
9In the preliminary study, results based on analytical and numerical derivatives were compared. Since the results
were quantitatively and qualitatively almost identical (for designs where estimators were consistent), we prefer the use
of analytical derivatives solely for practical reasons.
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any given data set, one could estimate the model using a large set of different initial values in an
attempt to avoid local minima, or lack of convergence in some cases (which we deal with in our
experiments by discarding those particular replications). In a large-scale simulation experiment as
ours, however, the set of initial values naturally needs to be restricted in some sensible/feasible way.
The quasi-standard deviation lies in-between in that, while it provides a measure of dispersion that
is less sensitive to outliers compared to the root mean square error, it is still more informative about
the variability of the estimators relative to the root median square error. Finally, we report size,
where nominal size is set at 5%. For the GMM estimators we also report size of the overidentifying
restrictions (J) test statistic.
Initially we discuss results for the OLS estimator, the GMM estimator proposed by Sarafidis,
Yamagata, and Robertson (2009) and the linearized GMM estimator of Hayakawa (2012); these
estimators have been used to obtain initial values for the parameters for the non-linear estimators,
among other (random) choices. As we can see in Table A.1, in many circumstances the OLS estimator
exhibits large median bias, while the size of the estimator is most often not far from unity. On the
other hand, the linear GMM estimator proposed by Sarafidis, Yamagata, and Robertson (2009) does
fairly well both in terms of bias and RMSE when δ = 0 and ρ = 0, i.e. when the covariate is strictly
exogenous with respect to the total error term, ui,t. The size of the estimator appears to be somewhat
upwardly distorted, especially for T large, but one expects that this would substantially improve if
one made use of the finite-sample correction proposed by Windmeijer (2005). On the other hand,
the estimator is not consistent for the remaining parameterisations of our design and this is well
reflected in its finite sample performance. Notably, the J statistic appears to have high power to
detect violations of the null, even if N is small.
With regards to the linearized GMM estimator of Hayakawa (2012), both median bias and RMSE
are reasonably small, even for N = 200, so long as δ = 0, i.e. under strict exogeneity of x with respect
to the idiosyncratic error. However, the estimator appears to be quite sensitive to high values of
α, especially in terms of qStd, an outcome that may be partially related to the fact that the value
of β is small in this case, which implies that a many-weak instruments type problem might arise.
Naturally, the performance of the estimator deteriorates for δ = 0.3 as the moment conditions are
invalidated in this case. While the size of the J statistic appears to be distorted upwards when the
estimator is consistent, it has in general quite large power to detect violations of strict exogeneity,
and for high values of α this holds true even with a relatively small size of N .
Tables A.3 and A.4 report results for the quasi-long-differenced GMM estimator proposed by
Ahn, Lee, and Schmidt (2013). The only difference between the two tables is that A.3 is based on
the “pseudo-full” set of moment conditions, i.e. T (T − 1), obtained by always treating x as weakly
exogenous, while A.4 is based on the 4 most recent lags of the variables. In the latter case the
number of instruments is of order O(T ). This strategy is possible to implement only for T = 8,
as for T = 4 there are not enough degrees of freedom to identify the model when truncating the
moment conditions to such extent.10 The estimator appears to have small median bias under all
designs. This is expected given that the estimator is consistent. The qStd results indicate that the
estimator has large dispersion in some designs, especially when T is small. We have explored further
the underlying reason for this result. We found that this is often the case when the value of the
10To be more precise, the total number of moment conditions for the subset estimator is q(2(T − 1) + 1− q), where
in our case q = 4.
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factor at the last time period, i.e. fT , is close to zero. Thus, the estimator appears to be potentially
sensitive to this issue, because the normalization scheme sets fT = 1.
11 The two-step version improves
on these results. On the other hand, inferences based on one-step estimates seem to be relatively
more reliable. This outcome may be attributed to the standard argument provided for linear GMM
estimators, which is that two-step estimators rely on an estimate of the variance-covariance matrix
of the moment conditions, which, in samples where N is small, can lead to conservative standard
errors. Notice here that a Windmeijer (2005) type correction is not trivial here because the proposed
expression applies to linear estimators only. Truncating the moment conditions for T = 8 seems to
have a negligible effect on the size properties of the one-step estimator but does improve size for
the two-step estimator quite substantially. This result seems to apply for all overidentified GMM
estimators actually. The J statistic exhibits small size distortions upwards.
Tables A.5 -A.8 report results for FIVU and FIVR based on either the full or the truncated sets of
moment conditions, proposed by Robertson and Sarafidis (2013). Similarly to Ahn et al. (2013), both
estimators have very small median bias in all circumstances. Furthermore, they perform well in terms
of qStd. Especially the two-step versions have small dispersion regardless of the design. Naturally,
the dispersion decreases further with high values of T because the degree of overidentification of
the model increases. As expected, RMSE appears to go down roughly at the rate of
√
N . FIVR
dominates FIVU, which is not surprising given that the former imposes overidentifying restrictions
arising from the structure of the model and thus it estimates a smaller number of parameters. The
size of one-step FIVU and FIVR estimators is close to its nominal value in all circumstances. On
the other hand, the two-step versions appear to be size distorted when T is large, although the
distortion decreases when only a subset of the moment conditions is used. Thus, one may conclude
that using the full set of moment conditions and relying on inferences based on first-step estimates is
a sensible strategy. From the empirical point of view this is appealing because it simplifies matters
regarding how many instruments to be used − an important question that often arises in two-way
error components models estimated using linear GMM estimators. Finally, the size of the J statistic
is often slightly distorted when N is small, but improves rapidly as N increases.
The projection GMM estimator proposed by Hayakawa (2012) has small bias and performs well
in general in terms of qStd unless α is close to unity, in which case outliers seem to occur relatively
more frequently. One could suspect that this design is the worst case scenario for the estimator
because only yi,0 is included in the set of instruments, while lagged values of xi,t are only weakly
correlated with yi,t−1. Inferences based on the first-step estimator are reasonably accurate, certainly
more so compared to the two-step version, although the latter improves for the truncated set of
moment conditions. The J statistic seems to be size-distorted downwards but it slowly improves for
larger values of N .
Finally, Table A.11 reports results for the conditional maximum likelihood estimator proposed
by Bai (2013b). The left panel corresponds to the estimator that treats x as strictly exogenous
with respect to the idiosyncratic error, while the panel on the right-hand side corresponds to the
estimator that is consistent under weak exogeneity of a first-order form12, which is satisfied in our
design, assuming that ρ = 0. Interestingly, the former appears to exhibit negligible median bias in
11Notice that imposing a different normalization, e.g. fT−1 = 1 would result in losing T moment conditions, as
explained in the main text.
12That is, when x follows an AR(1) process.
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all cases, even when both δ and ρ take non-zero values. The dispersion of the estimator is small as
well, unless T = 4 and δ = 0.3. Likewise the size of the estimator is distorted upwards when δ = 0.3
and gets worse with higher values of N , which is natural given that the estimator is not consistent
in this case. However, for cases where this estimator is consistent (δ = 0 and ρ = 0), it may serve
as a benchmark because it has negligible bias and excellent size. This can be expected given the
asymptotic optimality of this estimator. The conclusion is pretty much invariant to different values
of N, T or ρ. The second estimator, in designs with ρ = 0.6 where it is not consistent, tends to
have substantial bias for both α and β. On the other hand, when it is supposed to be consistent
(δ = 0.3, ρ = 0.0) it is more size distorted than the first estimator that is inconsistent. This is a
somewhat puzzling finding.
The following picture provides a snapshot illustration of our discussion regarding the size prop-
erties of the estimators. The numbers 1, ..., 4 on the horizontal axis correspond to the designs where
(δ = 0.0; ρ = 0.0) and (δ = 0.3; ρ = 0.6) respectively when α = 0.4, followed by the same values of δ,
ρ for α = 0.8.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we have provided a synopsis for a growing group of fixed T dynamic panel data
estimators with a multi-factor error structure. All currently available estimators have been presented
using a unified notational approach. Both their theoretical properties as well as possible limitations
are discussed. We have considered a model with a lag dependent variable and additional regressors,
possibly weakly exogenous or endogenous. We found that the number of identifiable parameters
for the GMM estimators can be smaller than what can be found in the literature. This result is
of major importance for practitioners when performing model selection based on overidentifying
test statistics. Theoretical discussions in this paper were complemented by a finite sample study
based on Monte Carlo simulation. We designed our Monte Carlo exercise to shed some light on the
relative merits of the various estimation approaches. It was found that the likelihood estimator of
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Bai (2013b), when consistent, can serve as a benchmark in that it has negligible bias and good size
control, irrespective of the sample size. Under such circumstances, the FIVR estimator proposed by
Robertson and Sarafidis (2013) performs closely as well. However, FIVR is more robust to violations
from strict exogeneity, as well as from no conditional correlation between the factor loadings. The
latter applies to other GMM estimators as well, at least provided that the cross-sectional dimension
is large enough.
This paper assumes that the time-series dimension is fixed. A natural question to ask is whether
GMM estimators in models where the number of parameters grows with T suffer from an incidental
parameters problem. Based on the large T proof in Bai (2013b), where it is shown that the presence
of factors does not result in an incidental parameters problem for the conditional maximum likelihood
estimator as far as the structural parameters are concerned, one may suspect that a similar result is
also valid for the GMM estimators. We leave a proof of this assertion for future.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Implementation
Appendix A.1. Starting values for non-linear estimators
This appendix discusses the choice of starting values used for the non-linear optimization algo-
rithms.
Ahn et al. (2013). Under conditional homoskedasticity in εi,t, this estimator can be implemented
through an iterative procedure. Iterations start given some set of initial values for the structural
parameters, α, β. For this purpose, we use both the one- and two-step linearized GMM estimator as
proposed by Hayakawa (2012), as well as the OLS estimator. The two-step estimator is implemented
in exactly the same way except that the set of initial values for the structural parameters includes the
one-step estimator. Once final estimates of αˆ, βˆ and Fˆ are obtained, these are used as initial values in
the non-linear optimization algorithm, which optimises all parameters at once. This is implemented
in order to make sure that we indeed find the global minimum of the objective function.
FIVU. Similarly to the previous estimator, FIVU can also be implemented in steps. Iterations
start given a set of starting values for the factors F . This set is obtained using the linearized GMM
estimator, estimates of the principal components extracted from OLS residuals, and one set of uni-
form random variables on [−1; 1]. Unlike for Ahn et al. (2013), joint non-linear optimization is not
used as a final step in order to save computational time.
FIVR. For this estimator the main source of starting values is obtained from FIVU with the start-
ing value of gT implied in terms of other parameters. Other starting values include those based on
the OLS estimator and the one- and two-step linearized GMM estimator. In this case starting values
for the nuisance parameters G are simply drawn from uniform [−1; 1].
Projection GMM. This estimator is implemented in exactly the same way as Ahn et al. (2013), i.e.
firstly an iterative procedure is used, followed by a non-linear one. Starting values for the factors are
obtained using the principal components extracted from OLS residuals, the estimate of f obtained
from the linearized GMM estimator, and two sets of uniform random variables on [−1; 1]. In order
to uniquely identify all parameters up to rotation, we impose fT = 1 in estimation. We suspect that
in principle, similarly to FIVU, one can estimate the model without normalizations and perform a
degrees of freedom correction at the end. We leave this question open for future research.
Projection MLE. Starting values for the structural parameters are obtained using the linearized
GMM estimator, OLS, and two sets of uniform random variables on [−1; 1]. The remaining parame-
ters (including log(σ2)) are drawn as uniform random variables on [0; 1]. In the preliminary study we
also tried [−1; 1], however the results were identical. Alternatively, one could also use the principal
component estimates of F obtained from OLS residuals, as suggested by Bai (2013b).
Subset GMM estimators. For T = 8 when both the subset and full-set GMM estimators are
available, we estimate the subset estimators first using the algorithms as described above and then
use the subset estimator as starting values for the estimators that make use of the full set of moment
conditions.
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Appendix A.2. Specifics
Appendix A.2.1. Ahn, Lee, and Schmidt (2013)
To describe the procedure assume for simplicity that there no x′s, such that the only available
moment conditions are
ml =
1
N
vech
(
J (Y − αY−1)′ Y−1J ′ + F ∗JL (Y − αY−1)′ Y−1J ′
)
.
The objective function for this estimator is simply given by
f(α, vec (F ∗)) = m′lWNml.
For any given value of α, the moment conditions are linear vec (F ∗). That is,
ml = vech(Z) +B(T−L)(Q′ ⊗ IT−L) vec (F ∗) = y −Xβ.
Here Z and Q are given by
Z =
1
N
J (Y − αY−1)′ Y−1J ′;
Q =
1
N
JL (Y − αY−1)′ Y−1J ′;
y = vech(Z);
X = B(T−L)(Q′ ⊗ IT−L);
β = − vec (F ∗).
Hence the usual formula for the OLS estimator implies that
− vec (F ∗) = β = (X ′WNX)−1X ′WNy.
If, on the other hand, F ∗ is known then α is obtained in exactly the same way with β = α, while
y =
1
N
vech(D(Φ∗)Y ′Y−1J ′);
X =
1
N
vech(D(Φ∗)Y ′−1Y−1J
′).
Appendix A.2.2. Restricted estimator of Robertson and Sarafidis (2013)
The moment conditions are given by
ml = vech
(
1
N
(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk
)′
Y−1 − FG′
)
;
mk = vech
(
1
N
(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk
)′
Xk − FG′k
)
∀k.
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F obeys the following restriction:
F = (L′T − αIT )G+ eTg′T −
k∑
k=1
βkGk.
The differential of vecF is simply given by
dvecF =− vec (G) dα + (IL ⊗ (L′T − αIT )) dvecG
−
K∑
k=1
vec (Gk) dβk − (IL ⊗ IT )
K∑
k=1
βk dvecGk
+ (IL ⊗ eT ) dgT .
By the chain rule for differentials we have
dml = − 1
N
vech
(
Y ′−1Y−1
)
dα−
K∑
k=1
1
N
vech (X ′kY−1) dβk
−BT (KT,T (F ⊗ IT ) d(vecG) + (G⊗ IT ) d(vecF )) .
The result for dmk follows analogously.
Appendix A.2.3. Bai (2013b)
Some specific results for this estimator can be written as follows:
Σ = Στ + FF
′;
Στ = σ
2IT ;
vi = yi −Wiγ − FΦzi.
The corresponding differentials are
dΣ = IT dσ
2 + F (dF )′ + (dF )F ′;
d2Σ = 2(dF dF ′);
dvi = −Wi(dγ)− d(F )Φzi − F d(Φ)zi;
d2vi = −2(d(F ) d(Φ)zi).
Denoting as V (θ) the following [N × T ] matrix (with the i’th row being simply v′i)
V (θ) =
1
N
(
Y − αY−1 −
K∑
k=1
βkXk −ZΦ′F ′
)
,
then the score vector, using matrix notation rather than sums, is simply given by
∇(θ) =

tr (Σ−1V (θ)′Y−1)
tr (Σ−1V (θ)′X1)
...
tr (Σ−1V (θ)′XK)
−0.5 tr (Σ−1 −Σ−1SΣ−1)
− vec ((Σ−1 −Σ−1SΣ−1)F ) + vec (Σ−1V (θ)′ZΦ′)
vec (F ′Σ−1V (θ)′Z)

.
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Appendix A.2.4. Hessians of likelihood based-estimators
Observe that the general structure of the likelihood function is given by
− 2
N
`(θ) = log |Σ(θ)|+ tr (Σ(θ)−1S(θ)).
Using the rules for differentials (see e.g. Magnus and Neudecker (2007)) the first differential of the
two components is given by
dlog |Σ| = tr (Σ−1(dΣ));
dtr
(
Σ−1S
)
= − tr (Σ−1(dΣ)Σ−1S)+ tr (Σ−1(dS)),
where for simplicity the dependence on θ has been dropped. By the chain rule for differentials it
follows similarly that the second differential for the log-determinant is of the following form:
d2log |Σ| = tr (Σ−1(d2Σ))− tr (Σ−1(dΣ)Σ−1(dΣ)),
while the trace component is given by
d2tr
(
Σ−1S
)
= 2 tr
(
Σ−1(dΣ)Σ−1(dΣ)Σ−1S
)
− 2 tr (Σ−1(dΣ)Σ−1(dS))
− tr (Σ−1(d2Σ)Σ−1S)
+ tr
(
Σ−1(d2S)
)
.
We can combine both terms such that
− 2
N
d2`(θ) = tr
((
Σ−1 −Σ−1SΣ−1) d2Σ)+ tr (Σ−1(d2S))
+ tr
((
2Σ−1SΣ−1 −Σ−1) (dΣ)Σ−1(dΣ))
− 2 tr (Σ−1(dΣ)Σ−1(dS)).
Note that, evaluated at any consistent estimate of θˆ, we have
Σ−1 −Σ−1SΣ−1 = op(1);
2Σ−1SΣ−1 −Σ−1 = Σ−1 + op(1).
Hence from the asymptotic point of view this is equivalent to considering the following consistent
estimate of the Hessian:
− 2
N
d2`(θ) = tr
(
Σ−1(d2S)
)
+ tr
(
Σ−1(dΣ)Σ−1(dΣ)
)− 2 tr (Σ−1(dΣ)Σ−1(dS)).
In our Monte Carlo study we will make use of these facts and ignore the op(1) terms. Now let us
consider the differentials of S in more detail. We have
dS =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(vi d(vi)
′ + d(vi)v′i) ;
d2S =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
2 d(vi) d(vi)
′ + d2(vi)v′i + vi d
2(vi)
′) .
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Note that if evaluated at any consistent estimator of θˆ
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
d2(vi)v
′
i + vi d
2(vi)
′) = op(1).
However, in our Monte Carlo study we retain the corresponding terms in the formula of the estimate
for the Hessian matrix. Furthermore, note that
vec dS =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(vi ⊗ IT + IT ⊗ vi) d(vi).
Appendix A.3. Tables
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